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In statistical physics macroscopic properties of matter consisting of many particles are deduced from assumptions on microscopic properties of constituent particles, and sometimes the underlying microscopic properties are induced by comparison between theory and experiment on macroscopic properties. In this respect theoretical population biology is similar to statistical physics, if we regard appropriate constituents of population as something like particles. In population genetics genes or chromosomes are usually regarded as constituents, and we are concerned in how genetic structure of the population depends on relevant parameters characterizing properties of each gene in a certain genetic state. In population ecology individual organisms are usually taken as appropriate constituents. Both in population genetics and in ecology the constituent is an entity capable of replicating itself and of suffering death. Therefore, in order to study population biology from a unified point of view as an extension of statistical physics, let us broadly call the appropriate constituent of the population 'replicon'.
For geographically structured population we ask how the structure will depend on relevant parameters such as range and rate of dispersal, mutation rate and fitness or Malthusian parameter characterizing each replicon. Although various models have already been proposed, 11~'1 no comprehensive answer can yet been obtained. In this short note we propose a lattice model to study the above problem. We show that the canonical distribution of the corresponding Ising model 5 ) will give an insight into the stationary geographical structure.
Consider the lattice space consisting of M lattice sites, which represent habitable places of replicons. The habitable places in nature may form a continuous space. But as in a lattice gas model the artificial introduction of the lattice allows us to simplify the description of such situation that the habitat must have a limited carrying capacity for replicons 61 in the following way: The state of ith site We assume that (j = (j (t) is a certain Markov process. The process is characterized by the transition probability from state (j to (j'=«(h', 6,', ... , 6M')ESM due to extinction, invasion and mutation process constituting the whole process. They are respectively given in the following form: Here Ei( 6il a) is the probability that the replicon of state 6 i occupying ith site is extinguished: 6,' = O. When there is no replicon at ith site there can be no extinction: E i( 01 a) = O. For no extinction of ith site occurring with probability {l-E,(6ila)} we must have 6: = 6i. The invasion to the ith site by a replicon is possible only when ith site is vacant, so that we must have 6,.' = 6, for 6i E 5 = { +, -} in the invasion process.
qi( 6:1 a) is the probability that vacant ith site is invaded by a replicon of state 6: E 5, or that no invasio~ occurs (6: = 0). From definition we have (4) Finally /1<5; is the mutation rate from state 6i to -6i.
From these elementary processes we may construct the whole process in any way. For instance, assuming that the above three processes occur cyclically, we may get the sample process of a ( t) by a computer simulation, as was done for the kinetic Ising model. 7) As a first step for analytical study, we consider the simple case in which the invasion occurs as soon as the extinction has taken place, so that the total state space is reduced to 5 M from SM. We assume the following equation for the time development of the probability p( a) = p( a, t) that the total state is a at time t:
where
E<J; is the extinction probability per unit time of replicon of i th site in state 6i, and mij( = mji) is the probability that the ith site is invaded from jth site (~j<*i)mii=l). The Malthusian parameter*) of the replicon of ith site is given by Let us consider the stationary state of (5) . In the particular case where /1<5 is proportional to E<J), ( 
(12)
In (11), ~<ij> denotes the summation over all different pairs of sites i and j, and
In the stationary state, denoting by <. > the average of ., we can define the genetic correlation between ith and jth sites as
Generally there is no constant] satisfying (12). However, in the one-dimensional torus lattice with nearest neighbor invasion' mii I ' = 2 (Oi.j+l +Oi,j~I), we have zE{ ± 1, O}' so that (12) is satisfied by
*) The instantaneous rate of increase of the expected number of the replicon plus its progenies per replicon per unit time. Therefore, the genetic correlation distance rc is roughly equal to the distance traversed in the time interval Min{s-l, /1-1} by a random walker whose root mean square dispersal distance is d per unit time. This corresponds to the extreme case of short range dispersal.
In the long range dispersal limit without selection, we shall have z"" 0 in (13) 
